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SAP® is a registered trademark of SAP SE or its affiliates in Germany and in several other countries.
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All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Software Updating Disclaimer
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Overview

This document is to explain how to print Non-English characters from SAP system with
SAPscript (ITF file upload method) to SATO GT4e series printers.
The printing procedure of the following languages will be explained:
- Traditional Chinese, Big 5
- Simplified Chinese, GB2312
- Korean, KSC5601
Please refer to the following document on how to use NiceLabel Pro to create the ITF file:
https://www.satoglobal.com/files/Integration_Options/SAP/SAPscript/Label_Printing_from_SAP_using_SAPscript_
Technology.pdf
Note:
1) It is assumed the Non-English characters are entered on the Text Editor or read from database
in the SAP environment. NiceLabel Pro is not able to create ITF file containing Non-English
characters.
2) It is also assumed that the SAP system is Unicode Compliant, or at least supports inputting and
displaying of the required Non-English characters.
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Configuration at
SAP Environment
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The SATO device type “ZLB_SAT.pri” is using codepage 1103 (IBM PC Multilingual 850). This
codepage is not able to support Non-English character set.
Codepage 8300, Traditional Chinese (based on Big5, MS CP950) has to be used in order to print the
Traditional Chinese characters.
Codepage 8400, Simplified Chinese (based on GB2312-EUC, MS CP936) has to be used in order to
print the Simplified Chinese characters.
Codepage 8500, Korean (based on KSC5601-1992, MS CP949) has to be used in order to print the
Korean characters.

Figure 1 Using 8300 character set for Traditional Chinese
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Figure 2 Using 8400 character set for Simplified Chinese

Figure 3 Using 8500 character set for Korean
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Using SATO
Firmware with NonEnglish Character
Cartridge
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The following firmware has to be downloaded to the GT4e series printer in order to print the NonEnglish characters:
Firmware version 13.00.00.0Y8 (updated 27-Dec-2006) (Please email to global.sysdev-gbs@satoglobal.com for more information)
Please refer to the appendix for the detail description of the commands.
Note: The latest version of firmware (13.00.00.0Y8Z) supports printing of True Type Font print
command <ESC>RD, where both 1 byte data and 2 bytes True Type Font in the memory
cartridge can be printed. The correct cartridge font (Y8) must be used for this firmware in order
to print out the desired characters.
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Example
Please find the command specifications from the appendix.

Figure 4 ITF file with Traditional Chinese
Note: Parameter “c” has to be used for the Traditional Chinese.
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Using the above mentioned device type (with codepage 8300) and the SATO firmware with Big5
character set, the following printout can be produced.

Figure 5 Printout with Traditional Chinese
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Figure 6 ITF file with Korea characters
Note: Parameter “K” has to be used for the Korean characters.
Using the above mentioned device type (with codepage 8500) and the SATO firmware with KSC5601
(HYRGoThic Medium) character set, the following printout can be produced.

Figure 7 Printout with Korean characters
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Appendix
5.1. Command Specification
【Format】
＜ＲＤ＞ａｂｃ，ｄｄｄ，ｅｅｅ，ｎ～ｎ
●Parameter
ａ 「Font type」
=
Ｃ ：「MKaiSO-Medium-U(simplified)」
ｃ ：「MHeiS-Bold-U(traditional)」
Ｋ ：「HYGungSo-Bold」
Ｔ ：「AngsanaUPC」
Ｆ ：「FuturaIIBook」
Ｐ ：「CG Palacio」
Ｓ ：「CG Century Schoolbook」
Ｇ ：「CG Triumvirate Condensed」
Ｖ ：「Univers Medium」
ｔ ：「CG Times」
ｂ

「Character set」

=

０
１
２
３
４
５
６
７
８

without specifying character set
ISO 8859/1 Latin 1
「Latin1」
ISO 8859/2 Latin 2
「Latin2」
ISO 8859/9 Latin 5
「Latin5」
CP-737 DOSGreek
「Grk」
CP-855 DOSCyrillic
「Cyr」
CP-864 DOSArabic
「Arb」
CP-874 Thai
「Codepage874」
CP-850 Multilingual
「CP-850」

ｃ

「Character style」

=

０ 「standard」Medium

ｄ

「horizontal size」

=

００４～９９９ (dot) ／Ｐ０２～Ｐ９９ (point)

ｅ

「vertical size」

=

００４～９９９ (dot) ／Ｐ０２～Ｐ９９ (point)

ｎ

「print data」

=

data

NOTE:
With effect from version 13.00.00.0Y8Z, user can now print 1-byte data with 2-byte standard cartridge
fonts using <RD>c & <RD>K.
<RD>C commands will not available for printing data containing both 1-byte and 2-byte data.
However, it can still be used to print the standard 2-byte font data.
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5.2. Built-in Font for Separate Cartridge
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